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Introduction

Have you ever wondered...

• how airline ticket/hotel prices are determined?

• how Google Maps gives you the fastest route to get a desired place?

• how a hedge fund picks stocks for its portfolio?

• how FedEx/UPS/DHL ship so many packages around the world in so little time?

• how Minute Maid orange juice always tastes the same?

Well, the answer to all of these questions is Operations Research

Operations Research

Operations Research is the “The discipline of applying advanced analytical methods to help people

make better decisions. It’s also known as “the science of better”.

Operations Research is used in fields such as: marketing, finance, accounting, biology, sports,

military, etc.

The Canadian Operational Research Society (C.O.R.S.) is the main Operations Research society

Canada.

Other commonly used named for Operations Research are “Business Analytics”, and “Management

Science”.
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The Composition of Operations Research

It draws from several areas:

• Business/Management science

• Economics

• Mathematics

• Computer Science

Applying Operations Research

The typical decision-making process in Operations Research entails:

• Gathering available data.

• Building an abstract mathematical model.

• Solving/analyzing the mathematical problem.

• Supplying the results to management.

Success Stories

Sears:

Created a vehicle routing system to run its delivery and home service fleets more efficiently.

Savings: $42M per year.

UPS:

Redesigned its overnight shipping network.

Savings: $87M in 2 years.

Ford:

Optimized the way it designs and tests vehicle prototypes.

Savings: $250M.

*See slideshow for more.
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Optimization

Optimization is one of many areas of Operations Research methodology. Intuitively, it is defined as

“picking the best out several possible solutions”.

Mathematical Optimization

We will focus on Optimization problems that have a well-defined set of solutions with each solution

getting an associated value (called objective function value) by which it is evaluated.

Goal:

Find, among all feasible solutions, the one with the highest/lowest objective value. For example,

how much of each product must we manufacture and sell to maximize profits; what routes should

our delivery trucks take to minimize the amount of gas used.

Terminology:

• Constraints: A set of rules that describe what a valid solution is.

e.g. Only products being sold by our company.

• Feasible solution: A solution that satisfies all constraints.

e.g. amount of each product to manufacture and sell that does not belong to our company is

NOT a feasible solution.

• Feasible region: The set of all feasible solutions.

• Objective function: A function that assigns value to each feasible solution. What we want

to maximize/minimize.

e.g. The amount profit made by manufacturing and selling a certain amount of each product.

• Optimal solution: The feasible solution that makes the objective function output the

highest/lowest value possible.

• Optimal value: The value of the optimal solution.


